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ATTACHMENT 19 
MONITORING WELL CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 

19.1 TYPES OF MONITORING WELLS  

Two types of groundwater monitoring wells are required at the Facility: single completion 
(containing one screened interval) and multiple screened wells. General drilling procedures are 
presented in Section 19.2 and monitoring well construction requirements are presented in Section 
19.3 of this Permit Attachment. 

19.2 DRILLING METHODS 

Groundwater monitoring wells and piezometers must be designed and constructed in a manner that 
will yield high quality samples, ensure that the well will last the duration of the project, and ensure 
that the well will not serve as a conduit for contaminants to migrate between different stratigraphic 
units or aquifers.  The design and construction of groundwater monitoring wells shall comply with 
the guidelines established in various EPA RCRA guidance, including, but not limited to: 

 U.S. EPA, RCRA Groundwater Monitoring: Draft Technical Guidance, EPA/530-R-93-
001, November, 1992; 

 U.S. EPA, RCRA Groundwater Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance 
Document, OSWER-9950.1, September, 1986; and 

 Aller, L., Bennett, T.W., Hackett, G., Petty, R.J., Lehr, J.H., Sedoris, H., Nielsen, D.M., 
and Denne, J.E., Handbook of Suggested Practices for the Design and Installation of 
Groundwater Monitoring Wells, EPA 600/4-89/034, 1989. 

A variety of methods are available for drilling monitoring wells.  While the selection of the drilling 
procedure is usually based on the site-specific geologic conditions, the following issues shall also be 
considered: 

 Drilling shall be performed in a manner that minimizes impacts to the natural properties 
of the subsurface materials. 

 Contamination and cross-contamination of groundwater and aquifer materials during 
drilling shall be avoided. 

 The drilling method shall allow for the collection of representative samples of rock, 
unconsolidated materials, and soil. 

 The drilling method shall allow the Permittee to determine when the appropriate 
location for the screened interval(s) has been encountered. 

 The drilling method shall allow for the proper placement of the filter pack and annular 
sealants.  The borehole diameter shall be at least four inches larger in diameter than the 
nominal diameter of the well casing and screen to allow adequate space for placement of 
the filter pack and annular sealants. 

The drilling method shall allow for the collection of representative groundwater samples.  Drilling 
fluids (which includes air) shall be used only when minimal impact to the surrounding formation and 
groundwater can be ensured. 
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A brief description of the different drilling methods that may be appropriate for the construction of 
monitoring wells at the Facility follows.  Many of these methods may be used alone, or in 
combination, to install monitoring wells at the Facility.  While the selection of the specific drilling 
procedure will usually depend on the site-specific geologic conditions, justification for the method 
selected must be provided to NMED. 

19.2.1 Hollow-Stem Auger 

The hollow-stem continuous flight auger consists of a hollow, steel shaft with a continuous, spiraled 
steel flight welded onto the exterior site of the stem.  The stem is connected to an auger bit and, 
when rotated, transports cuttings to the surface.  The hollow stem of the auger allows drill rods, split-
spoon core barrels, Shelby tubes, and other samplers to be inserted through the center of the auger so 
that samples may be retrieved during the drilling operations.  The hollow stem also acts to 
temporarily case the borehole, so that the well screen and casing (riser) may be inserted down 
through the center of the augers once the desired depth is reached, minimizing the risk of possible 
collapse of the borehole.  A bottom plug or pilot bit can be fastened onto the bottom of the augers to 
keep out most of the soils and/or water that have a tendency to clog the bottom of the augers during 
drilling.  Drilling without a center plug is acceptable provided that the soil plug, formed in the 
bottom of the auger, is removed before sampling or installing well casings.  The soil plug can be 
removed by washing out the plug using a side discharge rotary bit, or augering out the plug with a 
solid-stem auger bit sized to fit inside the hollow-stem auger.  In situations where heaving sands are 
a problem, potable water may be poured into the augers to equalize the pressure so that the inflow of 
formation materials and water shall be held to a minimum when the bottom plug is removed.  The 
hollow-stem auger method is best suited for drilling shallow overburden wells. 

19.2.2 Air Rotary/Air Down-The-Hole Hammer/ODEX 

The air rotary method consists of a drill pipe or drill stem coupled to a drill bit that rotates and cuts 
through soils and rock.  The cuttings produced from the rotation of the drilling bit are transported to 
the surface by compressed air, which is forced down the borehole through the drill pipe and returns 
to the surface through the annular space (between the drill pipe and the borehole wall).  The 
circulation of the compressed air not only removes the cuttings from the borehole but also helps to 
cool the drill bit.  The use of air rotary drilling is best suited for hard-rock formations.  In soft 
unconsolidated formations, casing is driven to keep the formation from caving.  When using air 
rotary, the air compressor shall have an in-line filter system to filter the air coming from the 
compressor.  The filter system shall be inspected regularly to insure that the system is functioning 
properly. In addition, a cyclone velocity dissipator or similar air containment/dust-suppression 
system shall be used to funnel the cuttings to one location instead of allowing the cuttings to 
discharge uncontrolled from the borehole.  Air rotary that employs the dual-tube (reverse circulation) 
drilling system is acceptable because the cuttings are contained within the drill stem and are 
discharged through a cyclone velocity dissipator to the ground surface. 

The injection of air into the borehole during air rotary drilling has the potential to alter the natural 
properties of the subsurface.  This can occur through air-stripping of the VOCs in both soil and 
groundwater in the vicinity of the borehole, altering the groundwater geochemical parameters (e.g., 
pH and redox potential), and potentially increasing biodegradation of organic compounds in the 
aquifer near the borehole.  These factors may prevent the well from yielding groundwater samples 
that are representative of in-situ conditions. 
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In hard, abrasive, consolidated rock, a down-the-hole hammer may be more appropriate than the air 
rotary method.  In this method, compressed air is used to actuate and operate a pneumatic hammer as 
well as lift the cuttings to the surface and cool the hammer bit.  One drawback of the down-the-hole 
hammer is that oil is required in the air stream to lubricate the hammer-actuating device, and this oil 
could potentially contaminate the soil in the vicinity of the borehole and the aquifer. 

The ODEX method is a variation of the air rotary method in which a casing-driving technique is 
used in combination with air rotary drilling.  With the ODEX system, the drill bit extends outward 
and reams a pilot hole large enough for a casing assembly to slide down behind the drill bit 
assembly.  As a result, casing is advanced simultaneously while drilling the hole. 

19.2.3 Water Rotary and Mud Rotary 

The water and mud rotary drilling methods consist of rotary drilling techniques where water or 
drilling mud is used as the circulating fluid.  In both methods, the circulating fluid is pumped down 
through the drill pipe and is returned back up the borehole through the annular space.  The 
circulating fluid stabilizes the borehole, cools the drill bit, and carries the drill cuttings up to the 
surface.  While the water and mud rotary drilling techniques are rapid and effective drilling methods, 
the recognition of water-bearing zones is hampered by the addition of water into the system. 

Mud rotary drilling is similar to water rotary drilling with the exception that mud additives are added 
to the water to change the properties (e.g., density, viscosity, yield point, gel strength, fluid-loss-
control effectiveness, lubricity) of the circulating fluid.  Drilling muds provide greater borehole 
stabilization than water alone.  There are several types of mud presently available, including 
bentonite, barium sulfate, organic polymers, cellulose polymers, and polyacrylamides.   While 
drilling muds enhance the stability of the borehole and allow for drilling in formations not 
appropriate to other methods, they can adversely affect the hydrologic properties and geochemistry 
of the aquifer.  For example, drilling fluid invasion and the buildup of borehole filter cake may 
reduce the effective porosity of the aquifer in the vicinity of the borehole.  In addition, bentonite 
drilling muds may affect the pH of groundwater and organic polymer drilling muds have been 
observed to facilitate bacterial growth, which reduces the reliability of sampling results.  If polymer 
emulsions are to be used in the drilling program at the Facility, polymer dispersion agents shall be 
used at the completion of the drilling program to remove the polymers from the boreholes.  For 
example, if EZ Mud® is used as a drilling additive, a dispersant (e.g., BARAFOS® or five percent 
sodium hypochlorite) shall be used to disperse and chemically breakdown the polymer prior to 
developing and sampling the well. 

19.2.4 Dual-Wall Reverse Circulation 

The dual-wall reverse circulation drilling method utilizes a double-wall drill pipe and has the reverse 
circulation of other conventional rotary drilling methods.  The circulating fluid (water or air) is 
pumped down the borehole between the outer and inner drill pipe, and returns up the inner drill pipe. 
Cuttings are lifted to the surface through the inner drill pipe.  The inner drill pipe rotates the bit, and 
the outer drill pipe acts as a casing and stabilizes the borehole.  Typically, a tri-cone bit is used when 
drilling through unconsolidated formations and a down-the-hole hammer is used in hard rock. 

The dual-wall reverse circulation rotary method is one of the better methods available for obtaining 
representative and continuous formation samples while drilling.  If a roller cone bit is used, the 
formation that is being drilled is located only a few inches ahead of the double-wall pipe.  As a 
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result, the cuttings observed at the surface represent no more than one foot of the formation at any 
point in time. 

When drilling with air, an in-line filter shall be used to remove oil or other impurities from the 
airstream.  However, if a down-the-hole hammer is used, it must be used with caution since it 
requires oil in the airstream to lubricate the hammer.  This could possibly introduce contaminants to 
the borehole and aquifer. 

19.2.5 Resonant Sonic 

Resonant sonic drilling is a method that uses a sonic drill head to produce high-frequency, high-force 
vibrations in a steel drill pipe.  The vibrations in the pipe create a cutting action at the bit face, which 
allows a continuous core of the formation to move into a core barrel.  The method requires no 
drilling fluid, drills very fast (up to one ft/sec in certain formations), drills at any angle through all 
formations (rock, clay, sand, boulders, permafrost, glacial till), and yields virtually no cuttings in the 
drilling process.  While there are numerous advantages to this process, the primary disadvantage is 
the cost of the method.  This drilling method has been proven and used at various facilities. 

19.2.6 Cryogenic 

Cryogenic drilling is a technique that uses standard air rotary drilling methods, but employs cold 
nitrogen gas as the circulating fluid instead of compressed air.  The use of nitrogen gas as the 
circulation fluid freezes the borehole wall while drilling, which stabilizes unconsolidated sediments 
and prevents potential cross-contamination of different water-bearing zones.  In addition, the method 
produces fewer cuttings than liquid based drilling methods, requires minimal equipment 
modifications to existing drill rigs, and does not add contaminants to the borehole during the drilling 
process due to the benign nature of nitrogen gas.  The method is especially applicable for drilling 
through alternating hard (competent) and soft (unconsolidated) formations.  This drilling method has 
been tested by the Department of Energy (DOE) and proposed for future use at various DOE 
facilities. 

19.3 WELL CONSTRUCTION/COMPLETION METHODS 

19.3.1 Well Construction Materials 

Well construction materials shall be selected based on the goals and objectives of the proposed 
monitoring program and the geologic conditions at the site.  When selecting well construction 
materials, the primary concern shall be selecting materials that will not contribute foreign 
constituents or remove contaminants from the groundwater.  Other factors to be considered include 
the tensile strength, compressive strength, and collapse strength of the materials; length of time the 
monitoring well will be in service; and the material’s resistance to chemical and microbiological 
corrosion.  Generally, if the monitoring program requires the analysis of organic constituents, 
stainless steel or fluoropolymer materials should be used.  However, if the monitoring program 
requires only inorganic constituent analyses, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) materials may be used.  PVC 
should not be used for monitoring wells where organic constituents will be analyzed due to its 
potential for sorption and leaching of contaminants. 

Well screen and casing materials acceptable for the construction of RCRA monitoring wells include 
stainless steel (304 or 316), rigid PVC (meeting American National Standards Institute/National 
Sanitation Foundation Standard 14), and fluoropolymer materials (polytetrafluoroethylene, 
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fluorinated ethylene propylene, and polyvinylidene).  In addition, there are other materials available 
for the construction of monitoring wells including acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), fiberglass-
reinforced plastic (FRP), black iron, carbon steel, and galvanized steel, but these materials are not 
recommended for use in long term monitoring wells due to their low resistance to chemical attack 
and potential contribution of contamination to the groundwater.  However, these materials may be 
used in the construction of monitoring wells where they will not be in contact with the groundwater 
that will be sampled (e.g., carbon steel pipe used as surface casing). 

19.3.2 Well Construction Techniques  

19.3.2.a Single-cased Wells 

The borehole shall be bored, drilled, or augered as close to vertical as possible, and checked with a 
plumb bob, level, or appropriate downhole logging tool.  Slanted boreholes shall not be acceptable 
unless specified in the design.  The borehole shall be of sufficient diameter so that well construction 
can proceed without major difficulties.  To assure an adequate size, a minimum two-inch annular 
space is required between the casing and the borehole wall (or the hollow-stem auger wall).  The 
two-inch annular space around the casing will allow the filter pack, bentonite seal, and annular grout 
to be placed at an acceptable thickness.  Also, the two-inch annular space will allow up to a 1.5-inch 
outer diameter tremie pipe to be used for placing the filter pack, bentonite seal, and grout at the 
specified intervals. 

It may be necessary to overdrill the borehole so that any soils that have not been removed (or that 
have fallen into the borehole during augering or drill stem retrieval) will fall to the bottom of the 
borehole below the depth where the filter pack and well screen are to be placed.  Normally, three to 
five ft is sufficient for overdrilling shallow wells.  Deep wells may require deeper overdrilling.  The 
borehole can also be overdrilled to allow for an extra space for a well sump to be installed.  If the 
borehole is overdrilled deeper than desired, it can be backfilled to the designated depth with 
bentonite pellets or the filter pack. 

The well casings (riser assembly) should be secured to the well screen by flush-jointed threads or 
other appropriate connections and placed into the borehole and plumbed by the use of centralizers, a 
plumb bob, or a level.  No petroleum-based lubricating oils or grease shall be used on casing threads. 
Teflon tape can be used to wrap the threads to insure a tight fit and minimize leakage.  No glue of 
any type shall be used to secure casing joints.  Teflon or fluoropolymer elastomer “O” rings can also 
be used to ensure a tight fit and minimize leakage.  “O” rings made of materials other than Teflon or 
fluoropolymer elastomers are not acceptable if the well will be sampled for organic compound 
analyses.  Before the well screen and casings are placed at the bottom of the borehole, at least six 
inches of filter material shall be placed at the bottom to serve as a firm footing.  The string of well 
screen and casing should then be placed into the borehole and plumbed.  If centralizers are used, they 
shall be placed below the well screens and above the bentonite annular seals so that the placement of 
the filter pack, overlying bentonite seal, and annular grout will not be hindered.  Centralizers placed 
in the wrong locations can cause bridging during material placement.  If installing the well screen 
and casings through hollow-stem augers, the augers shall be slowly extracted as the filter pack, 
bentonite seal, and grout are tremied or poured into place. The gradual extraction of the augers will 
allow the materials being placed in the augers to flow out of the bottom of the augers into the 
borehole.  If the augers are not gradually extracted, the materials will accumulate at the bottom of the 
augers causing potential bridging problems.  After the string of well screen and casing is plumb, the 
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filter material shall be placed around the well screen (preferably by the tremie pipe method) up to the 
designated depth.  After the filter pack has been installed, the bentonite seal shall be placed directly 
on top of the filter pack up to the designated depth or a minimum of two ft above the filter pack, 
whichever is greater.  After the bentonite seal has hydrated for the specified time, the annular grout 
shall be pumped by the tremie method into the annular space around the casings (riser assembly) up 
to within two ft of the ground surface or below the frost line, whichever is greater.  The grout shall 
be allowed to cure for a minimum of 24 hours before the surface pad and protective casing are 
installed. After the surface pad and protective casing are installed, bumper guards (guideposts) shall 
be installed (if necessary). 

19.3.2.b Double-cased Wells 

Double-cased wells should be constructed when there is reason to believe that interconnection of two 
aquifers by well construction may cause cross contamination, or when flowing sands make it 
impossible to install a monitoring well using conventional methods.  A pilot borehole should be 
advanced through the overburden and the contaminated zone into a clay, confining layer, or bedrock. 
An outer casing (surface or pilot casing) shall be placed into the borehole and sealed with grout.  The 
borehole and outer casing should extend into tight clay a minimum of two ft or into competent 
bedrock a minimum of one foot.  The total depth into the clay or bedrock will vary depending upon 
the plasticity of the clay and the extent of weathering and fracturing of the bedrock.  The size of the 
outer casing shall be of sufficient inside diameter to contain the inner casing and the two-inch 
annular space.  In addition, the borehole shall be of sufficient size to contain the outer casing and the 
two-inch minimum outer annular space, if applicable. 

The outer casing shall be grouted by the tremie method from the bottom of the borehole to within 
two ft of the ground surface.  The grout shall be pumped into the annular space between the outer 
casing and the borehole wall.  This can be accomplished by either placing the tremie pipe in the 
annular space and pumping the grout from the bottom of the borehole to the surface, or placing a 
grout shoe or plug inside the casing at the bottom of the borehole and pumping the grout through the 
bottom grout plug and up the annular space on the outside of the casing.  The grout shall consist of a 
Type I Portland cement and bentonite or other approved grout to provide a rigid seal.  A minimum of 
24 hours shall be allowed for the grout plug (seal) to cure before attempting to drill through it.  
When drilling through the seal, care shall be taken to avoid cracking, shattering, and washing out of 
the seal.  If caving conditions exist so that the outer casing cannot be sufficiently sealed by grouting, 
the outer casing shall be driven into place and a grout seal placed in the bottom of the casing. 

19.3.2.c Bedrock Wells 

The installation of monitoring wells into bedrock can be accomplished in two ways.  The first 
method is to drill or bore a pilot borehole through the soil overburden into the bedrock.  An outer 
casing is installed into the borehole by setting it into the bedrock, and grouting it into place.  After 
the grout has set, the borehole can be advanced through the grout seal into the bedrock.  The 
preferred method of advancing the borehole into the bedrock is rock coring.  Rock coring makes a 
smooth, round hole through the seal and into the bedrock without cracking or shattering the seal.  
Roller cone bits are used in soft bedrock, but extreme caution should be taken when using a roller 
cone bit to advance through the grout seal in the bottom of the borehole because excessive water and 
bit pressure can cause cracking, eroding (washing), and/or shattering of the seal.  Low volume air 
hammers may be used to advance the borehole, but they have a tendency to shatter the seal because 
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of the hammering action.  If the structural integrity of the grout seal is in question, a pressure test can 
be utilized to check for leaks.  If the seal leaks, the seal is not acceptable.  When the drilling is 
complete, the finished well will consist of an open borehole from the ground surface to the bottom of 
the well.  The major limitation of open borehole bedrock wells is that the entire bedrock interval 
serves as the monitoring zone. 

The second method is to install the outer surface casing and drill the borehole into bedrock, and then 
install an inner casing and well screen with the filter pack, bentonite seal, and annular grout.  The 
well is completed with a surface protective casing and concrete pad.  This well installation method 
gives the flexibility of isolating the monitoring zone(s) and minimizing inter-aquifer flow.  In 
addition, it gives structural integrity to the well, especially in unstable areas (e.g., steeply dipping 
shales) where the bedrock has a tendency to shift or move when disturbed. 

19.3.3 Well Screen and Filter Pack Design 

Well screens and filter packs shall be designed to accurately sample the aquifer zone that the well is 
intended to sample, minimize the passage of formation materials (turbidity) into the well, and ensure 
sufficient structural integrity to prevent the collapse of the intake structure.  The selection of the well 
screen length depends upon the objective of the well.  Piezometers and wells where only a discrete 
flow path is monitored are generally completed with short screens (two ft or less).  While monitoring 
wells are usually constructed with longer screens (usually five to ten ft), they shall be kept to the 
minimum length appropriate for intercepting a contaminant plume.  The screen slot size shall be 
selected to retain from 90 to 100 percent of the filter pack material in artificially filter packed wells, 
and from 50 to 100 percent of the formation material in naturally packed wells.  All well screens 
shall be factory wire-wrapped or machine slotted. 

A filter pack shall be used when: 1) the natural formation is poorly sorted; 2) a long screen interval is 
required or the screen spans highly stratified geologic materials of widely varying grain sizes; 3) the 
natural formation is uniform fine sand, silt, or clay, 4) the natural formation is thin-bedded; 5) the 
natural formation is poorly cemented sandstone; 6) the natural formation is highly fractured or 
characterized by relatively large solution channels; 7) the natural formation is shale or coal that will 
act as a constant source of turbidity to groundwater samples; or 8) the diameter of the borehole is 
significantly greater than the diameter of the screen.  The use of natural formation material as a filter 
pack is only recommended when the natural formation materials are relatively coarse-grained, 
permeable, and uniform in grain size. 

Filter pack materials shall consist of clean, rounded to well-rounded, hard, insoluble particles of 
siliceous composition (industrial grade quartz sand or glass beads).  The required grain-size 
distribution or particle sizes of the filter pack materials shall be selected based upon a sieve analysis 
of the aquifer materials or the formation to be monitored, or the characteristics of the aquifer 
materials using information acquired during previous investigations.   

Where sieve analyses are used to select the appropriate filter pack particle size, the results of a sieve 
analysis of the formation materials are plotted on a grain-size distribution graph, and a grain-size 
distribution curve is generated.  The 70 percent retained grain size value should be multiplied by a 
factor between four and six (four for fine, uniform formations and six for coarse, non-uniform 
formations).  A second grain-size distribution curve is then drawn on the graph for this new value, 
ensuring that the uniformity coefficient does not exceed 2.5.  The filter pack that shall be used will 
fall within the area defined by these two curves.   
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Once the filter pack size is determined, the screen slot size shall be selected to retain at least 90 
percent of the filter pack material.  The Permittee may propose the use of a pre-determined well 
screen slot size and filter pack for monitoring wells in the site-specific work plans submitted to 
NMED. 

The filter pack shall be installed in a manner that prevents bridging and particle-size segregation.  
Filter packs placed below the water table shall be installed by the tremie pipe method.  Filter pack 
materials shall not be poured into the annular space unless the well is shallow (e.g., less than 30 ft 
deep) and the filter pack material can be poured continuously into the well without stopping.  At 
least two inches of filter pack material shall be installed between the well screen and the borehole 
wall, and two ft of material shall extend above the top of the well screen.  A minimum of six-inches 
of filter pack material shall also be placed under the bottom of the well screen to provide a firm 
footing and an unrestricted flow under the screened area.  In deep wells (e.g., greater than 200 ft 
deep), the filter pack may not compress when initially installed.  As a result, filter packs may need to 
be installed as high as five ft above the screened interval in these situations.  The precise volume of 
filter pack material required shall be calculated and recorded before placement, and the actual 
volume used shall be determined and recorded during well construction.  Any significant 
discrepancy between the calculated and actual volume shall be explained.  Prior to installing the 
filter pack annular seal, a one to two-ft layer of chemically inert fine sand shall be placed over the 
filter pack to prevent the intrusion of annular sealants into the filter pack. 

Several pre-fabricated groundwater sampling systems that can be installed in open boreholes are 
available on the market.  These include multi-level borehole completion systems (e.g., Westbay MP 
System) and pneumatically deployed inverting PVC membranes (e.g., SEAMIST).  If these types 
of borehole completions are to be used in the Facility wells, they shall be installed under the 
supervision of personnel from the authorized vendor unless otherwise approved by NMED. 

19.3.4 Annular Sealant 

The annular space between the well casing and the borehole must be properly sealed to prevent 
cross-contamination of samples and the groundwater.  The materials used for annular sealants shall 
be chemically inert with respect to the highest anticipated concentration of chemical constituents 
expected in the groundwater at the Facility.  In general, the permeability of the sealing material shall 
be one to two orders of magnitude lower than the least permeable parts of the formation in contact 
with the well.  The precise volume of annular sealants required shall be calculated and recorded 
before placement, and the actual volume shall be determined and recorded during well construction.  
Any significant discrepancy between the calculated volume and the actual volume shall be 
explained. 

During well construction, an annular seal shall be placed on top of the filter pack.  This seal shall 
consist of a high solids (10-30 percent) bentonite material in the form of bentonite pellets, granular 
bentonite, or bentonite chips.  The bentonite seal shall be placed in the annulus through a tremie pipe 
if the well is deep (greater than 30 ft), or by pouring directly down the annulus in shallow wells (less 
than 30 ft).  If the bentonite materials are poured directly down the annulus (which is an acceptable 
method only in wells less than 30 feet deep), a tamping device shall be used to ensure that the seal is 
emplaced at the proper depth and the bentonite has not bridged higher in the well casing.  The 
bentonite seal shall be placed above the filter pack a minimum of two ft vertical thickness.  The 
bentonite seal shall be allowed to completely hydrate in conformance with the manufacturer’s 
specifications prior to installing the overlying annular grout seal.  The time required for the bentonite 
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seal to completely hydrate will differ with the materials used and the specific conditions 
encountered, but is generally a minimum of four to 24 hours. 

A grout seal shall be installed on top of the filter pack annular seal.  The grout seal may consist of a 
high solids (30 percent) bentonite grout, a neat cement grout, or a cement/bentonite grout.  The grout 
shall be pumped under pressure (not gravity fed) into the annular space by the tremie pipe method, 
from the top of the filter pack annular seal to within a few ft of the ground surface.  The tremie pipe 
shall be equipped with a side discharge port (or bottom discharge for grouting at depths greater than 
100 feet) to minimize damage to the filter pack or filter pack annular bentonite seal during grout 
placement.  The grout seal shall be allowed to cure for a minimum of 24 hours before the concrete 
surface pad is installed.  All grouts shall be prepared in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
specifications.  High solids (30 percent) bentonite grouts shall have a minimum density of ten 
pounds per gallon (as measured by a mud balance) to ensure proper setup.  Cement grouts shall be 
mixed using six and one-half to seven gallons of water per 94-pound bag of Type I Portand cement.  
Bentonite (five to ten percent) may be added to delay the setting time and reduce the shrinkage of the 
grout. 

19.3.5 Well Development 

All monitoring wells shall be developed to create an effective filter pack around the well screen, 
correct damage to the formation caused by drilling, remove fine particles from the formation near the 
borehole, and assist in restoring the natural water quality of the aquifer in the vicinity of the well.  
Development stresses the formation around the screen, as well as the filter pack, so that mobile fines, 
silts, and clays are pulled into the well and removed.  Development is also used to remove any 
foreign materials (e.g., water, drilling mud) that may have been introduced into the borehole during 
the drilling and well installation activities, and to aid in the equilibration that will occur between the 
filter pack, well casing, and the formation water.  The development of a well is extremely important 
to ensuring the collection of representative groundwater samples. 

Newly installed monitoring wells shall not be developed for at least 48 hours after the outer 
protective casing is installed.  This will allow sufficient time for the well materials to cure before the 
development procedures are initiated.  A new monitoring well shall be developed until the column of 
water in the well is free of visible sediment, and the pH, temperature, turbidity, and specific 
conductivity have stabilized.  In most cases, the above requirements can be satisfied.  However, in 
some cases, the pH, temperature, and specific conductivity may stabilize but the water remains 
turbid. In this case, the well may still contain well construction materials, such as drilling mud in the 
form of a mud cake or formation soils that have not been washed out of the borehole.  Thick drilling 
mud cannot be flushed out of a borehole with one or two well volumes of flushing.  Instead, 
continuous flushing over a period of several days may be necessary to complete the well 
development.  If the well is pumped dry, the water level shall be allowed to sufficiently recover 
before the next development period is initiated.  The common methods used for developing wells 
include: 

 Pumping and overpumping; 

 Backwashing; 

 Surging (with a surge block); 

 Bailing; 
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 Jetting; and 

 Airlift pumping. 

These development procedures can be used, either individually or in combination, to achieve the 
most effective well development.  However, the most favorable well development methods include 
pumping, overpumping, bailing, surging, or a combination of these methods.  Well development 
methods and equipment that alter the chemical composition of the groundwater shall not be used.  
Development methods that involve adding water or other fluids to the well or borehole, or that use 
air to accomplish well development should be avoided, if possible.  Approval shall be obtained from 
NMED prior to introducing air, water, or other fluids into the well for the purpose of well 
development.  If water is introduced to a borehole during well drilling and completion, then the same 
or greater volume of water shall be removed from the well during development.  In addition, the 
volume of water withdrawn from a well during development shall be recorded. 

19.3.6 Surface Completion 

Monitoring wells may be completed either as flush-mounted wells, or as above-ground completions. 
A surface seal shall be installed over the grout seal and extended vertically up the well annulus to the 
land surface.  The lower end of the surface seal shall extend a minimum of one foot below the frost 
line to prevent damage from frost heaving.  The composition of the surface seal shall be neat cement 
or concrete.  In above-ground completions, a minimum three-feet wide, four-inch thick concrete 
surface pad shall be installed around the well at the same time the protective casing is installed.  The 
surface pad shall be sloped so that drainage will flow away from the protective casing and off the 
pad.  In addition, a minimum of one inch of the finished pad shall be below grade or ground 
elevation to prevent washing and undermining by soil erosion. 

A locking protective casing shall be installed around the well casing (riser) to prevent damage or 
unauthorized entry.  The protective casing shall be anchored in the concrete surface pad below the 
frost line and extend several inches above the well riser stickup.  A weep hole shall be drilled into 
the protective casing just above the top of the concrete surface pad to prevent water from 
accumulating and freezing inside the protective casing around the well riser.  A cap shall be placed 
on the well riser to prevent tampering or the entry of foreign materials, and a lock shall be installed 
on the protective casing to provide security.  If the wells are located in an area that receives traffic, a 
minimum of three bumper guards consisting of steel pipes three to four inches in diameter and a 
minimum of five-feet length should be installed.  The bumper guards should be installed to a 
minimum depth of two feet below the ground surface in a concrete footing and extend a minimum of 
three feet above ground surface.  The pipes should be filled with concrete to provide additional 
strength.  The pipes should be painted a bright color to reduce the possibility of vehicular damage. 

If flush-mounted completions are required (e.g., in active roadway areas), a protective structure such 
as a utility vault or meter box should be installed around the well casing.  In addition, measures 
should be taken to prevent the accumulation of surface water in the protective structure and around 
the well intake.  These measures should include outfitting the protective structure with a steel lid or 
manhole cover that has a rubber seal or gasket, and ensuring that the bond between the cement 
surface seal and the protective structure is watertight. 
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19.4 WELL ABANDONMENT 

All well abandonment must be conducted in accordance with 19.27.4 NMAC including submittal of 
a plan for well abandonment in accordance with 19.27.4.30 C NMAC. Wells are usually abandoned 
when they are no longer required in the monitoring network or when they are damaged beyond 
repair.  The goal of well abandonment is to seal the borehole in such a manner that the well cannot 
act as a conduit for migration of contaminants from the ground surface to the aquifer or between 
aquifers.  To properly abandon a well, the preferred method is to completely remove the well casing 
and screen from the borehole, clean out the borehole, and backfill with a cement or bentonite grout, 
neat cement, or concrete.  The well abandonment procedure must also comply with current EPA well 
abandonment guidance. 

For wells with small diameter casing, abandonment shall be accomplished by overdrilling the well 
with a large diameter hollow-stem auger.  After the well has been overdrilled, the well casing and 
grout can be lifted out of the ground with a drill rig, and the remaining filter pack can be drilled out.  
The open borehole can then be pressure grouted (via the tremie pipe method) from the bottom of the 
borehole to the ground surface.  After the grout has cured, the top two ft of the borehole shall be 
filled with concrete to insure a secure surface seal. 

Several other well abandonment procedures are available for wells with larger diameter screens and 
casings.  One method is to force a drill stem with a tapered wedge assembly or a solid-stem auger 
into the well casing and pull the casing out of the ground.  However, if the casing breaks or the well 
cannot be pulled from the ground, the well will have to be grouted in place.  To abandon a well in 
place, a tremie pipe shall be placed at the lowest point in the well (at the bottom of the screen or in 
the well sump).  The entire well is then pressure grouted from the bottom of the well upward.  The 
pressurized grout will be forced out through the well screen into the filter pack and up the inside of 
the well casing sealing off all breaks and holes in the casing.  Once the well is grouted, the casing is 
cut off even with the ground surface and covered with concrete. 

If a PVC well cannot be abandoned due to internal casing damage (e.g., the tremie pipe cannot be 
extended to the bottom of the screen), it may be necessary to drill out the casing with a roller cone or 
drag bit using the wet rotary drilling method, or grind out the casing using a solid-stem auger 
equipped with a carbide tooth bit.  Once the casing is removed, the open borehole can be cleaned out 
and pressure grouted from the bottom of the borehole upward. 

19.5 DOCUMENTATION 

All information on the design, construction, and development of each monitoring well shall be 
recorded and presented on a boring log, a well construction log, and well construction diagram.  The 
well construction log and well construction diagram shall include the following information: 

 Well name/number; 

 Date/time of well construction; 

 Borehole diameter and well casing diameter; 

 Well depth; 

 Casing length; 

 Casing materials; 
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 Casing and screen joint type; 

 Screened interval(s); 

 Screen materials; 

 Screen slot size and design; 

 Filter pack material and size; 

 Filter pack volume (calculated and actual); 

 Filter pack placement method; 

 Filter pack interval(s); 

 Annular sealant composition; 

 Annular sealant placement method; 

 Annular sealant volume (calculated and actual); 

 Annular sealant interval(s); 

 Surface sealant composition; 

 Surface seal placement method; 

 Surface sealant volume (calculated and actual); 

 Surface sealant interval; 

 Surface seal and well apron design and construction; 

 Well development procedure and turbidity measurements; 

 Well development purge volume(s) and stabilization parameter measurements; 

 Type and design and construction of protective casing; 

 Well cap and lock; 

 Ground surface elevation; 

 Survey reference point elevation on well casing; 

 Top of monitoring well casing elevation; and 

 Top of protective steel casing elevation. 

 




